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1. Crown: Visually inspected the entire crown area of the frame including counterbalance 
mounts, radius around drive shaft bearing mounts and main motor mounts. Found no visual 
signs of external cracking or unusual anomalies that would indicate structural failure or 
fatigue.  Front upper ram guard has not been removed so visual inspection of front eccentric 
shaft main bearing was limited. Rear eccentric shaft main bearing is not accessible without 
removing the main gear so the visual inspection was limited. Excess grease build up around 
eccentric shaft main bearings also limited the inspection.     
  
1.1. Counterbalance: No air leaks detected. Cylinder supports weight of ram and eccentric 

shaft when system air pressure is applied. Rubber cushion mounts on top of cylinder 
show no signs of fatigue or cracking.  Cylinder linkage has no visible signs of wear. 
        

1.2. Motor: Motor mount bolts and sheave support bolts are all in place and tight. No wear 
noted in platform mounting pins or belt tensioners. Motor end bell air intake is extremely 
dirty and needs to be cleaned.        
   

1.2.1. Sheave and support bearings: Detected excessive vibration and noise that 
appeared to be coming from the sheave support bearings. I recommend checking 
motor coupling condition and sheave bearings as soon as possible. Sheave grooves 
have a .220 mm cup worn into the sides. .380 mm is maximum acceptable.  
       

1.2.2. Belts: Belts need to be replaced. The belts all have cracks and could break at any 
time. (See Fig. 1 & 2)         
         

    
              

1.3. Drive shaft: Flywheel and shaft have a noticeable vibration. Vibration is most severe at 
low RPM when starting up and slowing down but is constant. The vibration appears to 
be caused by gear noise from the pinion and main gear.      
  

Cracked belt 

Fig 1 Fig 2 
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1.3.1. Pinion: Pinion gear tooth surface is hot to touch and the entire tooth is shiny 
indicating heavy contact with the main gear. Noted some pitting. (picture did not 
come out) Grease film on top of the tooth and the base of the tooth appears uneven. 
The center of the gear is wet with grease and the outside edges appear dry. I 
recommend checking for plugged, missing or misaligned grease spray nozzles.   
             

1.3.2. Flywheel: Flywheel runs smooth and appears to be in balance. Grooves have a 
.25 mm cup worn into the sides, .38 mm is maximum allowable.   
       

1.4. Eccentric shaft:  Visual inspection of shaft is not possible. Shaft end play is .65mm. 
Recommended is .45mm - .80mm. Eccentric shaft total bearing clearance (main bearing 
+ eccentric bearing + wrist pin bearing) is 2.2mm. Recommended is 1.35mm – 2.4mm. 
   

1.4.1. Clutch: Clutch air seal is good, no leaks detected. Control valve is functioning 
properly. However, sealtite is broken at the clutch control valve and wires are 
exposed. I recommend repairing this as soon as possible to prevent clutch failure. 
Clutch third bearing and counterbalance mechanism are functioning properly. 
Bellville washers are in good shape and pre-stress is properly set at 10.4 mm. Clutch 
travel is 5 mm which is a little tight but not affecting clutch operation. Clutch 
movement is even. Recommended is 6 – 8 mm.     
   

1.4.2. Main gear: Visual inspection is difficult with the main gear guard installed but I 
was able to get a pretty good look at it from underneath the guard. Main gear tooth 
surface is hot to touch and the entire tooth is shiny indicating heavy contact with the 
pinion gear. I also noted some pitting. (See Fig. 3)  Grease film on top of the tooth 
and the base of the tooth appears uneven. The center of the gear is wet with grease 
while the outside edges appear dry. I recommend checking for plugged, missing or 
misaligned grease spray nozzles. Accessing the pinion gear is difficult with guards 
installed but we were able to attach a dial indicator to read movement of the pinion 
gear. We rocked the flywheel in an attempt to check backlash. All movement of the 
flywheel resulted in movement of the main gear indicating no backlash. Since these 
are Herringbone gears, their is no provision for adjustment of backlash. I discussed 
this with Giacomo and found that these gears had been changed some time last year. 
He indicated that they have been noisy since installation. Learning this and noting 
the heat buildup and polishing of the tooth surface it can be reasonably concluded 
that the gears were machined improperly. I recommend the gears be removed and 
re-machined to proper tolerances. Continued operation will cause premature failure 
of the gears through tooth breakage and damaged drive shaft bearings due to the 
excessive vibration transmitted back through the shaft. Tooth breakage can also lead 
to drive shaft failure if the tooth fragment goes through the gear mesh.    
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1.4.3. Brake: Mounting bolts are all in place and tight. No visible signs of cracks or 
fatigue in reaction arms or mounts. Return springs are visible but not accessible with 
guards in place. All springs are in place and adjustment looks even. No noticeable 
air leaks in the brake, control valve or piping. Brake travel is 6 mm. Recommended 
is 5 mm and adjust when travel reaches 7 mm. Brake stops ram before bottom dead 
center when emergency stop is hit but needs to be adjusted. I found several small 
pieces of brake lining inside the brake housing under the eccentric shaft. Lining 
breaking apart could cause the brake to stick. I recommend disassembling the brake 
at first opportunity to inspect the lined plates and replace if necessary.   
      

2. Slide: Gib retaining bolts and adjusting screws are all in place and tight. Bronze gib liners 
are clean with a good grease film and are wearing evenly across all surfaces.    
    
2.1. Gib clearance: (Ram at top of stroke) Left side - .664 mm; Right side - .661 mm. 

Recommended clearance is .6 mm. (Ram at bottom of stroke) Left side - .74 mm; Right 
side - .664 mm. Recommended clearance is .6 mm at top of the stroke and .8 mm at the 
bottom of the stroke. Gibs need to be adjusted.      
  

2.2. Ram: Connection appears tight. It is not accessible with guards in place. Counter 
balance connection appears tight. Did not operate the ram shut height adjuster. Checked 
ram face with straight edge. It is flat within .5 mm.      
  

Fig. 3 Note how shiny the tooth 
surface is on all teeth. 

Some pitting 
has started. 
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3. Columns: Columns and all radiuses around the die space and window openings were clean 
and accessible. Found no signs of external cracking or fatigue in the columns or window 
openings.             
  
3.1. Right side window: The right side window has been welded on in several places. Some 

of the welds are right in the center of the column radius. (See Fig. 4) Welding on the 
columns any where in the die seat window is not a good practice because of the 
tremendous stresses experienced here under tonnage. Welds will create stress risers that 
lead to cracks. I recommend stopping this practice.      
            

                                                                 
          

4. Die seat: Visually inspected die seat area. Die seat area was clean and accessible.   
  
4.1. Flatness: Bolster shim or hard plate is installed so flatness can not be checked. Fasteners 

were all in place and tight.         
  

4.2. Parallelism: With ram pushed back, counterbalance air shut off and ram jacked up with 
200 ton jack parallelism was within .5mm front to back and side to side.   
   

4.3. Condition: Fretting has occurred between the bolster and the hard plate or shim. (See 
Fig. 5 & 6). This is normal wear and is not severe but is a good indicator that the die seat 
is worn in a similar fashion and is possibly not flat. I noted a small radius on each side of 
the die seat running the entire length of the die seat indicating it has been machined in 
the past. (See Fig. 5 & 6) The design of the press frame and die seat area is very robust 
and is designed for superior strength but will still flex a certain amount in this area as the 
columns stretch under tonnage. This small radius could cause a stress riser that could 
lead to cracks. I Recommend hand grinding or machining the radiuses to a minimum ” 

Fig. 4 

Welds in 
column radius. 
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or at least polishing them to eliminate tool marks.       
  

          
  

5. Base: No visible cracks or problems with press mounts. Mounting bolts are in place and 
tight. Lower ejector pins and linkage operate normally no noticeable wear in linkage. No sign 
of leakage in cylinder.          
  

6. Pneumatic system: Piping, hoses and connectors are all in good condition. No pinched lines, 
excessive wear or corrosion. Hangers, mounting brackets and hardware are all in place and 
tight. No air leaks detected. Surge tank is in good shape externally with no leaks or signs of 
corrosion, cracking or wear from movement. No water or excess oil was discharged when 
surge tank drain valve was opened. All pneumatic valves are operating properly and have 
mufflers installed.            
   
6.1. Air line lubricators: One air line lubricator and filter are in installed to service the 

entire system on the press. The lubricator is empty. I recommend installing additional 
lubricators. One in line before the clutch control valve and one in line just before the 
brake control valve. If regulated properly this will decrease the amount of time spent 
checking lubricator oil levels, which is probably why they are all empty.    
          

7. Lubrication system: Trabon time controlled automatic grease. Canister is located on the 
right rear column of press. Visible grease lines and fittings are in good shape, no crushed, 
pinched or missing lines and I found no leaks. Supply lines are routed through the inside of 
the columns and are not visible. All visible lubed surfaces had a good film present with the 
exception of the main gear and pinion gear. No excess buildup of grease around the drive 
shaft bearings, on top of ram or falling off gibs which would indicate over-lubing. The 

Fig  6 Fig. 5 Fretting 

Small 
radiuses 
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lubrication system appears to be functioning properly.      
      

8. Machine guards: All machine guards are in place, functional and in good condition.  All 
mounting hardware is in place and tight.        
              

9. Electrical: Control panel and electrical cabinets are all in good condition. Doors are all in 
place, close properly and conduit and connectors are in good condition and tight. Sealtite has 
broken off clutch control valve and wires are exposed. Sealtite is also broken off the resolver 
attached to the brake exposing the wires. These need to be repaired before they cause 
downtime.            
             

10. Preventive maintenance schedule: No written plan or schedule. Charts are available 
showing preventive and predictive maintenance downtime hours compared to unplanned 
downtime hours.            
  

11. Summary:  
11.1. Frame: The press frame is in good condition with the exception of problems 

noted in section 3.1, right side column window and section 4.3, die seat condition. 
Neither condition requires the machine to be shut down immediately. However, I 
recommend resolving these problems when schedules permit. Referring to section 4.1, I 
recommend the bolster shim be removed and die seat flatness checked the next time 
tooling has been removed. At this same time the radius on each side of the die seat can 
be polished to ”.          
  

11.2. Mechanical: Overall this press is in relatively poor operating condition. Vibration 
and bearing noise noted in section 1.2.1 needs to be addressed as soon as possible. I 
recommend checking the condition of the motor coupling first and then the sheave 
support bearings. The belts noted in section 1.2.2 are all cracked and need to be changed 
as soon as possible. Section 1.3.1 and 1.4.2 vibration and noise in the pinion and main 
gear needs to be addressed as soon as possible. Though this machine has been running 
for approx. a year in this condition this is a major concern. The pressure and heat on the 
pinion gear could cause it to loosen on the shaft. The vibration and noise will transmit 
through the drive shaft and cause premature failure of the drive shaft bearings. The 
excess pressure on the tooth profile will harden the surface quicker which will increase 
the pitting action over time. It also has to be taking a greater amount of horsepower to 
drive the gears. I recommend changing the gears but if this is not feasible there are some 
things that can be done to possibly help. I recommend checking the grease nozzles to 
make sure they are all working and properly aligned. I would also increase the amount of 
grease applied by increasing the number of grease lube cycles per hour. This may help 
keep the gear a little cooler and help by putting a heavier film of lube on the teeth. Since 
the heat generated is caused by contact, cooling the gear will not be possible. I 
recommend a PM to clean and inspect the pinion and main gear at least monthly. (based 
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on 1 eight hour shift per day operation) Check pinion to make sure it is tight, check for 
additional pitting and abrasion caused by the pitting and check for cracked teeth. Section 
1.4.3 Brake I recommend disassembling the brake for inspection and repair if necessary 
at first opportunity. Until it can be disassembled I recommend a weekly PM to go up in a 
lift and visually check the brake operation and check for broken lining being ejected. Gib 
clearance noted in section 2.1, should be adjusted at first opportunity. Excess gib 
clearance accelerates liner wear.           
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